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Abstract 8 

One of the major uncertainties in the design of molten-salt solar receivers is the estimation of the 9 
lifetime because solar receivers have to withstand high temperature, thermal stress and corrosive-10 
media in addition to daily star-up and shutdown. The first step to estimate the receiver damage 11 
and therefore, to monitor and manage the receiver life cycle, is to obtain properly the tube stresses 12 
under daily operating conditions. Whit this aim, we propose a straightforward low-computational 13 
cost procedure to determine the stresses under elastic-plastic regime. In addition, the stress 14 
relaxation due to visco-elastic behavior of the material, is also calculated. The analytical thermo-15 
elastic, elastic-plastic and relaxation stress models for the high-nickel alloy Haynes 230 were 16 
verified against finite element simulations showing a good accuracy with a low-computational 17 
cost. 18 
 19 
For exemplification purposes, a reference operation day of a molten-salt solar receiver like 20 
Gemasolar is investigated. A receiver creep-fatigue damage assessment was developed for a flat 21 
aiming strategy. The results showed that the fatigue damage is 0.03% of the total damage. The 22 
average-field-receiver efficiency was 42.18 % with a predicted lifetime higher than the expected. 23 
On the contrary, the receiver lifetime increases unnecessarily and the field-receiver efficiency 24 
drops to 26.25 % when the receiver is operated limiting the stress as one third of the ultimate 25 
tensile strength (UTS/3). This limit results in a loss of revenues of around 250,000€ per month. 26 
Hence, the excessive level of conservatism produced by stress limit methods are not suitable for 27 
solar receivers due to the resulting economic penalties. 28 
 29 
Keywords: Solar receivers; Fatigue-creep; Thermal stress; Stress relaxation; Solar power plant; 30 
Lifetime. 31 
 32 
 33 
Abbreviations 34 
 35 
ASME: American Society of Mechanical Engineers 36 
CAE: computer-aided engineering 37 
CSP: concentrating solar power 38 
EODs: equivalent operating days (days) 39 
FEM: finite element method 40 
HTF: heat transfer fluid 41 
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sCO2: supercritical carbon dioxide 42 
SPT: solar power tower 43 
UTS: ultimate tensile strength 44 
 45 
Nomenclature 46 

A : area (m2), stress relaxation constant 47 
*A : corrected cross-section tube area considering temperature dependent properties (m2) 48 
cD : damage produced by creep  49 

fD : damage produced by fatigue  50 

LD : damage limit  51 
E : modulus of elasticity (GPa) 52 

'E : dynamic elastic modulus (GPa) 53 
K : strain hardening parameter (MPa) 54 

safeK : safety factor for creep damage calculation 55 
'K : cyclic strain hardening parameter (MPa) 56 

N : number of cycles  57 
aN : number of allowable cycles 58 

P : force (N), pressure (MPa) 59 
Q : apparent activation energy (kJ/mol) 60 
R : gas constant (J/mol·K) 61 
S : allowable ASME stress (MPa) 62 

yS : yield strength (MPa) 63 

SRS : stress reset limit (MPa) 64 
T : temperature (K) 65 
a : inner tube radius (m) 66 
b : outer tube radius (m) 67 

cd : damage produced by creep in one year 68 

fd : damage produced by fatigue in one year 69 
k : conductivity (W/m·K) 70 
n : strain hardening exponent, stress power law for creep strain model 71 

'n : cyclic strain hardening exponent 72 
t : time (h) 73 

Rt : time to rupture (h) 74 

Greek symbols 75 

 : thermal expansion coefficient (mm/mm/K) 76 
 : strain (mm/mm) 77 

f   fatigue ductility (mm/mm) 78 
 : Poisson’s ratio 79 
 : stress (MPa) 80 

f   : fatigue strenght coefficent (MPa) 81 
 : shear stress (MPa) 82 
 83 

Superscripts  84 

E : elastic 85 
P : plastic 86 
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in : inelastic 87 
relax : relaxation 88 
 89 
Subscripts 90 

0 : initial conditions 91 
1,2,3 : principal stress/strains directions 92 
eq : equivalent 93 
i : inner 94 
M : mechanical 95 
o : outer 96 
P : pressure 97 
r : radial direction 98 
T : thermal 99 
z : axial direction 100 
 : tangential direction 101 
 102 
1. Introduction 103 

The traditional energy landscape has systematically relied on fossil fuels as its main source for 104 
power production at great scale. However, the increasing environmental consciousness has led to 105 
the development of a wide variety of renewable alternatives. These technologies have gained 106 
importance in the power generation over the last decade (IRENA, 2019), and they are expected 107 
to follow the same tendency in upcoming years. 108 

An increasingly popular renewable technology for base load electricity generation is the Solar 109 
Power Tower (SPT) plants, framed in the Concentrating Solar Power (CSP) field. These facilities 110 
take advantage of the solar radiation concentrated by a series of mirrors (also called heliostats) 111 
into the surface of a receiver. Such receiver is essentially a heat exchanger with a heat transfer 112 
fluid (HTF) flowing inside of it. The HTF absorbs the heat on the receiver surface, energy that is 113 
transformed in electricity in the power block. Moreover, the existing possibility in this kind of 114 
plants of the thermal storage of the HTF solves the main drawback of the renewable resources: 115 
their variability with the climate conditions. In the case of the solar resource, power production is 116 
subordinate to the daily hours as well as a clear sky, since it is extremely sensitive to cloudy 117 
periods. A typical configuration of the receiver in plants under operation is the external tubular 118 
receiver with molten-salts as HTF (Conroy et al., 2019a), constituted by a series of thin-wall tubes 119 
vertically disposed and arranged in different panels surrounding the base structure. The tubes, 120 
whose length is of tens of meters, are periodically guided with a series of supports welded to them 121 
and the base structure, preventing their excessive bending but allowing their axial displacement.  122 

Thus, it can be perceived that the SPT receiver, and more specifically the tubes, must endure 123 
extreme working conditions. Due to the non-uniform heat flux on the receiver surface, great 124 
temperature gradients between the front and rear side of the tubes will appear during operation, 125 
resulting in great thermal stresses. The supports, while restricting the tubes displacement, induce 126 
mechanical stresses on the tubes as well. Also, it must be considered that the cyclic nature of the 127 
sunlight availability forces the tubes to be subject of fatigue damage. Such scenario may lead to 128 
structural failure of the receiver (Radosevich and Skinrood, 1989), resulting in an unexpected 129 
capital investment and forcing the rescheduling of the plant activities. Hence, a mechanical 130 
analysis of the receiver needs to be performed in order to guarantee its integrity during its expected 131 
lifetime. 132 
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A widely used methodology in the literature to evaluate the structural integrity of a solar receiver 133 
consists in the application of a creep-fatigue analysis following ASME Section III Subsection NH 134 
design rules for nuclear applications (ASME, 2004). Nevertheless, the high safety factors used on 135 
ASME Section III Subsection NH may be not suitable for solar energy applications due to the 136 
resulting economic penalties. In this way, (Berman et al., 1979) developed a design code based 137 
on nuclear Code Case N-47 (ASME, 1980) simplifying the methodology for a creep and fatigue 138 
damage evaluation.  139 

In first studies, the lifetime assessment of solar receivers considered only fatigue as a main 140 
mechanism of damage. (Kolb, 2011) investigated about advanced supercritical solar power plants 141 
working in range of 600-650 ºC comparing them with a baseline subcritical plant. He evaluated 142 
the structural integrity of the molten-salt solar receiver where apart from fatigue, salt corrosion 143 
was also considered. (Kistler, 1987) studied the fatigue cycles of a solar receiver taking into 144 
account diurnal shutdowns and several kinds of heat flux variations due to cloud transients. The 145 
results showed that the fatigue evaluation should be made considering at least 2·104 design point 146 
cycles for a 30-years-service receiver. In this study, the creep damage was neglected since the 147 
structural loads (dead weight) and the pressure are low enough to consider creep an area of 148 
concern.  149 

Narayanan et al. (Narayanan et al., 1985)  carried out a complete lifetime assessment of a molten-150 
salt solar receiver. They used ASME Section VIII and Code Case N-47 (ASME, 1980) for the 151 
fatigue-creep damage evaluation. Nevertheless, in order to reduce the economic penalties due to 152 
the excessive level of conservatism of Code Case N-47 (ASME, 1980) some modifications were 153 
proposed keeping the level of safety and reliability suitable for solar power applications. Despite 154 
the rigorous and deep qualitative analysis of the life assessment issue, details of the stress and 155 
strain calculations are missing. In addition, the current receiver designs are very different 156 
compared to the design proposed in (Narayanan et al., 1985): i) the tubes were welded each other 157 
instead of being mounted independently to allow the free axial expansion; ii) the materials 158 
selected were stainless steels 304 and 316, and nickel alloy Incoloy 800, where the formers are 159 
not expected to withstand 30-years operation with solar flux intensities of 1 MW/m2 (Zavoico, 160 
2001).    161 

Babcock & Wilcox Company (Babcock & Wilcox Company, 1984) developed a preliminary 162 
design of a cavity molten-salt receiver. They investigated the mechanical reliability of the receiver 163 
by means of creep-fatigue analysis following the ASME Code Case N-47 (ASME, 1980). The 164 
material selected for the receiver tubes was Incoloy 800H. The results showed that the most 165 
critical point was obtained at the highest heat flux point with 155000 BTU/(hr·ft2) (488 kW/m2), 166 
temperature of 600 ºF (315ºC) and stress of 47 ksi (324 MPa). The fatigue analysis was performed 167 
calculating the inelastic strain range since the stress level is higher than the yield strength. The 168 
creep damage was considered negligible compared to fatigue at these conditions. They also 169 
developed a simplified one-dimensional analytical model to estimate the thermal stress on 170 
receiver tubes with a maximum deviation of 10% compared to a two-dimensional numerical 171 
model.  172 

Recently, solar power plants based on supercritical carbon dioxide (sCO2) technology have 173 
gained attention by scientific community due to their high thermal efficiency and promising 174 
results. Different studies can be found focusing on the structural analysis of sCO2 solar receivers 175 
working at temperatures above of 650ºC and internal pressures of 25 MPa. For example, (Neises 176 
et al., 2014) performed a structural analysis of a sCO2 solar receiver taking into account creep 177 
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and fatigue damage. The material selected for the receiver tubes was Haynes 230. Maximum 178 
allowable flux densities were calculated for different work temperatures and tube thicknesses. 179 
However, the stress was computed with a one-dimensional thermal stress model which considers 180 
axis-symmetrical temperature distribution. In addition, the plastic deformations on the material 181 
were not considered.  182 

A thermal performance and structural integrity evaluation of a sCO2 solar receiver was developed 183 
by (Ortega et al., 2016a, 2016b). They used ANSYS software to perform the stress analysis on a 184 
single tube of 1m length. The material selected was Inconel 625 due to its high strength working 185 
at temperatures of 700 ºC. Their results showed that fatigue damage is significantly lower than 186 
creep damage at these working conditions: temperature range of 660-820 ºC and maximum stress 187 
of 116 MPa. In spite of the low stress level obtained in the receiver tubes, the 13.8 % of the nodes 188 
did not fulfill the minimum creep rupture time design condition of 105 hours.  189 

Nithyanandam and Pitchumani (Nithyanandam and Pitchumani, 2016) performed a parametric 190 
performance study of sCO2 solar receiver considering the creep and fatigue damage to find 191 
reliable design configurations. The material selected for the receiver was Haynes 230. They 192 
obtained two optimal configurations for maximum receiver thermal efficiency and minimum 193 
pressure drop. Nevertheless, the thermal stress model assumes axis-symmetric temperature 194 
distribution and the structural analysis does not consider the lifetime reduction due to the 195 
interaction of creep and fatigue damages.   196 

Other investigations are focused on the solar receiver lifetime assessment for working fluids like 197 
air or sodium. For instance, (Fork et al., 2012) carried out a lifetime assessment of a pressurized 198 
air solar receiver for a Brayton cycle. The working conditions were set in the range of 1100-1250 199 
K and 10 bar and the material selected for the study was Inconel 617. They evaluated the receiver 200 
lifetime using three different methods based on inelastic strain and stress calculations. The first 201 
method is based on the maximum elongation allowed for 30 years of operation estimating inelastic 202 
strains produced by secondary creep. The second method is based on creep-fatigue damage 203 
analysis following ASME Section III Subsection NH  (ASME, 2004) and introducing 204 
modifications to reduce the level of conservatism suitable for the scope of CSP applications. The 205 
third method is based on the calculation of the allowable number of cycles taking into account the 206 
interaction of creep and fatigue using the data obtained experimentally by (Carroll et al., 2011). 207 
They claimed that the experimental data available in the literature sometimes are incomplete and 208 
the models to describe creep behavior accurately are underdeveloped. They also remarked that 209 
the choice of the inelastic model or the safety factors used through design rules may vary the 210 
lifetime results by orders of magnitude. On the other hand, (Conroy et al., 2018) investigated the 211 
economic viability of a sodium solar receiver taking into account creep and fatigue damages. They 212 
evaluated different receiver designs using three different materials: stainless steels 304 and 316, 213 
and nickel-based alloy Incoloy 800H. Despite the better properties of Incoloy 800H against creep 214 
and fatigue damage, the designs that presented lower costs were those based on stainless steels 215 
304 and 316.   216 

The vast majority of works related to the design of solar receivers follow ASME Section III 217 
Subsection NH approach (ASME, 2004), with some of them introducing modifications to reduce 218 
excessive level of conservatism. However, there are other codes or standards for the design of 219 
high-temperature equipments which consider fatigue, creep or creep-fatigue interaction, such as: 220 
EN-13445-3 (European-Standard, 2015), EN-12952-4 (European-Standard, 2001), ASME FFS-1 221 
(ASME, 2007), R5 British Code (British-Energy-Generation, 2003), etc. A good review showing 222 
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the pros and cons of aforementioned codes/methods can be found in ASME STP-PT-070 (ASME, 223 
2014). Regarding creep-fatigue phenomenon, these codes/methods can be divided into two main 224 
groups. The first group provides design guidelines in the case of creep-fatigue deformation 225 
interaction which entails complex effects such enhancement of creep by repeated creep relaxation 226 
or “stress reset” and material hardening/softening due cyclic plastic strain deformation. It is noted 227 
that only R5 British Code (British-Energy-Generation, 2003) provides a detailed treatment of 228 
such complex deformation interaction process, although, in a simplified and idealized approach, 229 
it is also considered in Section III Subsection NH (ASME, 2004).  In the second group, it is 230 
necessary to demonstrate that the fatigue-creep interaction will not occur and the fatigue or creep 231 
does not influence each other on the deformation process, and therefore, creep and fatigue 232 
damages are calculated independently. This simplified approach notably reduces the complexity 233 
of the problem, and in such cases, the linear damage summation model is a reasonable approach 234 
(ASME, 2007). 235 

In this study, a complete methodology to evaluate the structural integrity of solar receivers is 236 
presented. The procedure consists of the creep-fatigue damage estimation based on analytical 237 
models with low-computational cost specifically developed for solar receiver conditions: 238 

• Thermo-elastic stress model for generalized plane stress with temperature dependent 239 
thermo-mechanical properties. 240 

• Simplified elastic-plastic models based on Neuber and Glinka-Molski methods. 241 
• Visco-elastic model to estimate stress relaxation due to creep. 242 

All these models were compared to finite element method (FEM) simulations at receiver tube 243 
conditions showing a reasonably good accuracy. Although this methodology is based on ASME 244 
Section III Subsection NH - Rules for Construction of Nuclear Facilities (ASME, 2004), some 245 
modifications are proposed to reduce level of conservatism according to the standards required 246 
for CSP applications. This may help to reduce the excessive economic penalties resulting from 247 
rules specifically developed for nuclear facilities. After that, the creep-fatigue damage for one day 248 
of operation of a molten-salt solar receiver considering 1-hour basis heat flux and wall 249 
temperature variations on receiver tubes, is analyzed. Finally, two receiver operation strategies 250 
are analyzed comparing its capacity to capture the solar energy from the solar field. In the first 251 
operation the solar field uses a flat aiming strategy, homogenizing the solar flux on the receiver 252 
surface, by means of adjusting the solar field availability. The second operation made consists of 253 
limiting the maximum stress to one third of the ultimate tensile stress (UTS/3), which is a typical 254 
design stress limit used for solar receivers.  255 

2. Methodology 256 

2.1 Elastic stress calculation  257 

Thermal stresses on the receiver tubes are calculated using a two-dimensional thermo-elastic 258 
model which considers non-axisymmetrical temperature distribution and temperature dependent 259 
properties (Bijlaard et al., 1968; Goodier, 1957; Laporte-Azcué et al., 2020). On a first step, the 260 
temperature field of the tube at a certain axial position, ( , )T r   , is divided in two components 261 
according to Eq. 1: the temperature variation in the radial direction, ( )rT r , and the temperature 262 

variation in circumferential direction, ( , )T r  . 263 
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1
( , ) ( ) ( , ) cos( ) sin( )n nn n

r r n nn n
n

B D
T r T r T r T A r n C r n

r r   


=

   
= + = + + + +   

   
   (1) 

The radial temperature distribution is calculated as: ( ) ln( / ) ln( / )r i o oT T T b r b a T= − + , where 264 

iT  and oT  are the average temperatures evaluated at the inner, a, and outer, b, tube radius, 265 

respectively. The circumferential temperature, T , is written as a Fourier series where the 266 

coefficients An, Bn, Cn and Dn can be calculated using least squares technique according to Bijlaard 267 
et al. (Bijlaard et al., 1968). The thermal stress components due to the radial temperature 268 
distribution, ( )rT r , are calculated considering temperature dependent thermal expansion 269 
coefficient ( )T  (Laporte-Azcué et al., 2020): 270 

2

, 2 2

1 11
1 2

rE
T r r rar

E a T T dr
v r r

  
  

= − −  
−   

   (2) 

 271 

2

, 2 2

1 11
1 2

rE
T r r r rar

E a T T dr T
v r r   
  

= + + −  
−   

  (3) 

where the mean product of thermal expansion coefficient and the temperature field, T , is 272 
calculated as:  273 

2 2

2 b

a
T Tr dr

b a
 =

−    (4) 

The thermal stress components due to the circumferential temperature distribution, ( , )T r  , are 274 
calculated considering constant properties as (Laporte-Azcué et al., 2020): 275 

( )
2 2
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2(1 )

E
T r

r E a bB D
a b r r


  



  
= + − −  

−+   
  (5) 

 276 
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E
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= − − −  

−+   
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 278 

Lastly, the thermal stresses in radial and circumferential directions due to the combination of both 279 
temperature distributions are calculated using the superposition method (Goodier, 1957): 280 

, , , ; ,E E E
T i T i T ir

i r


   = + = .  281 

To calculate the true axial stress of receiver tubes, the mechanical bending due to tube deflection 282 
and the support reactions should be considered. However, to avoid such calculations, a fairly close 283 
approximation can be assumed using generalized plane strain conditions (Laporte-Azcué et al., 284 
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2020). Therefore, the axial stress component is calculated using Hooke’s law and considering 285 
generalized plane strain condition, which means zero axial force on the cross-sectional area (286 

 = ,
0

T zA
dA  ).  287 

, , ,
0

( )
*

E E E M T
T z T r T

P PE ET
E A    

+
= + + −   (8) 

where *A  and TP   are calculated as:  288 

0

*
A

T A

EA dA
E

P ET dA

=

=




  (9) 

The axial force due to mechanical loads on receiver tubes are not considered, then 0MP = . On 289 
the other hand, the stress components due to internal pressure are calculated as: 290 

2 2

, 2 2 21E
P r i

a bP
b a r


 

= − 
−  

  (10) 

 291 

2 2

, 2 2 21E
P i

a bP
b a r

 
= + 

−  
  (11) 

 292 

2

, 2 2
E
P z i

aP
b a

 =
−

  (12) 

 293 

Finally, the pressure and thermal stress are combined to calculate the total stress components as: 294 

, , ; , ,E E E
i T i P i i r z   = + = . Once all stress components are known, the elastic strains are 295 

calculated according to Hooke’s law, Eq. 13. Note that the strains are calculated based on the 296 
stresses on principal directions which slightly varies from the stresses based on cylindrical 297 
components since the shear stress component is negligible compared to the normal stress 298 
components.  299 

1 1 2 3

2 2 1 3

3 3 2 1

1 ( )

1 ( )

1 ( )

E E E E

E E E E

E E E E

v T
E

v T
E

v T
E

    

    

    

 = − + + 

 = − + + 

 = − + + 

  (13) 

 300 

The equivalent elastic stress and strain are calculated according to Eqs. 14 and 15: 301 

( ) ( ) ( )
2 2 2

1 2 2 3 3 1

2

E E E E E E
E
eq

     


− + − + −
=   (14) 
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 302 

( ) ( ) ( )
2 2 2

1 2 2 3 3 1
2

3
E E E E E E E
eq      = − + − + −   (15) 

 303 

2.2 Elastic-plastic stress calculation 304 

2.2.1 Material selection 305 

The extreme conditions of operation on solar central receivers make necessary the use of high 306 
strength materials able to operate for 30 years of cycling operation at high temperatures. 307 
Commonly used materials are high nickel alloys, which are good candidates to provide high 308 
resistance against creep-fatigue rupture and molten-salt corrosion. In addition, corrosion is 309 
another important factor to be considered when molten-salt is used as HTF. According to the 310 
literature, three nickel-based alloys may be suitable under aforementioned conditions: Incoloy 311 
800H, Haynes 230 and Inconel 625.  From the creep resistance point of view, Inconel 625 is 312 
preferred due to the higher allowable stress level compared to Haynes 230 and Inconloy 800 H 313 
(Eno et al., 2009; SpecialMetals, 2019). Nevertheless, Inconel 625 may present issues related to 314 
material embrittlement which may occur working above 600 ºC (Kolb, 2011; Mataveli Suave et 315 
al., 2016). Thus, Haynes 230 is selected in the present study for the lifetime estimation of the solar 316 
receiver.  317 

Note that according with the tube manufacturer, seamless tubes are employed for the Gemasolar 318 
receiver (Ametek, 2020). For this reason, weld effects along tube length are not considered on 319 
creep or fatigue damage estimation.  320 

2.2.2 Stress-strain curves for elastic-plastic analysis 321 

An important step in elastic-plastic analyses is the definition of the stress-strain curves, which are 322 
normally used depending on the material operation. The monotonic stress-strain curve reproduces 323 
the material response when it is exposed to the first load cycle whereas the cyclic stress-strain 324 
curve reproduces the material response when it is exposed to cyclic loading. The monotonic 325 
stress-strain curve may be expressed as (Glinka, 1985): 326 

1
nE P

E K
 

  
 

= + = +  
 

 (16) 

And the cyclic stress-strain curve (Glinka, 1985): 327 

1
'

'
nE P

E K
 

  
 

= + = +  
 

 (17) 

where K , n  , 'K  and 'n are parameters which have to be fitted to experimental data. The cyclic 328 
stress-strain curve parameters were adjusted for stabilized hysteresis loop data (104 cycles). Table 329 
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1 shows the values of theses parameters for Haynes 230 adjusted to the experimental data 330 
available in (Barrett et al., 2016). 331 

Table 1. Parameters for monotonic and cyclic stress-strain curves of Haynes 230. 332 
Temperature (ºC)   427 650 
K  (MPa)   425 303 
n   (-)   0.0642 0.0311 

'K  (MPa)   1455 760 
'n  (-)   0.1485 0.0744 

 333 

Other physical properties of Haynes 230 such: thermal conductivity, thermal expansion, modulus 334 
of elasticity and Poisson’s ratio were obtained from ASME code (ASME, 2010). The yield 335 
strength and the ultimate tensile strength were obtained from (Fahrmann and Srivastava, 2014).   336 

Solar receivers are exposed to daily cyclic loadings which may overpass the yield strength causing 337 
permanent plastic deformations (Babcock & Wilcox Company, 1984). Under these conditions 338 
three different elastic-plastic regimes can be found according to Bree diagram (Bree, 1967; Carter, 339 
2005): shakedown, reverse plastic or ratcheting.  Since the pressure stress (mechanical stress) is 340 
normally low on molten-salt solar-receivers (two orders of magnitude lower than the thermal 341 
stress), it is expected that ratcheting will not occur. Otherwise, if the pressure stress is important, 342 
the loading conditions should be cheeked to not overpass the ratcheting limit (González-Gómez 343 
et al., 2018; P.A. González-Gómez et al., 2019). The reverse plasticity regime will occur when 344 

the elastic thermal stress range is twice the yield strength 2 y
E
T S  . The regime will be elastic 345 

shakedown when the elastic stress, considering pressure and thermal loads, is higher than the yield 346 

strength, i. e. when the elastic stress is in the range of y
E S  to 2 y

E
T S  . Lastly, the elastic 347 

regime will be obtained when y
E S  .  348 

Figure 1 shows the stress-strain loops for different cyclic loading conditions. These curves have 349 
been obtained using ABAQUS/CAE software (Dassault-Systemes, 2019) to reproduce different 350 
loading conditions of the solar receiver tubes. As can be seen, the elastic-plastic case of 351 

, 1.8 y
E
T eq S = (square marker) shows elastic shakedown, showing that the material presents an 352 

elastic stress-strain loop beyond the first cycle. As a result of the permanent plastic strain, an 353 
important residual stress is obtained, and this leads to tensile stress when the receiver is shutdown. 354 
In this case, the stress level at the working conditions in the receiver (compressive stress) has to 355 
be calculated using the monotonic curve which reproduces the elastic-plastic behavior of the 356 
material in the first cycle. On the other hand, if the material is considered purely elastic with the 357 

same thermal load (the elastic case , 1.8 y
E
T eq S = (asterisk marker)), it overestimates the stress at 358 

the receiver working conditions (compressive stress) because the residual stress has not been 359 
mistakenly considered.     360 

As stated above, those cases where the elastic stress range is , 2 y
E
T eq S  , a reverse plasticity 361 

regime is obtained. At these conditions, certain alloys like Haynes 230 experience dynamic aging 362 
or material hardening. This means that the stress amplitude grows when the number of cycles 363 
increase. The experimental test performed to study the cyclic material behavior calculates the 364 
stress amplitude increase when the strain range is kept constant. Such conditions can be assumed 365 
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also in the receiver, where the strain range remains almost constant. This condition has been also 366 

simulated in ABAQUS/CAE and the results are shown in Figure 1 for a case of , 2.8 y
E
T eq S =367 

(circle marker). Therefore, in this last case, the calculation on the safety side of the most critical 368 
point on the receiver tubes (compressive stress), should be carried out using the cyclic-stress strain 369 
curve, which considers dynamic material hardening.  370 

 371 

Figure 1. Hysteresis stress-strain cycle loops for Haynes 230 receiver tubes under 372 
different cyclic thermal loads.  373 

2.2.3 Methods to estimate plastic strain and stress 374 

The aim of this work is to provide a straightforward methodology to estimate the lifetime of the 375 
solar receiver based on analytical equations of low computational cost. In this way, different 376 
analytical equations to estimate elastic-plastic material behavior, are available in the literature. 377 
One of the most used are Neuber’s method (Moftakhar et al., 1994) and the Glinka-Molski 378 
equivalent strain energy density method (Glinka, 1985). These methods were developed as 379 
approximate techniques to estimate the redistribution of stress caused by plastic flow in a zone of 380 
stress concentration. These methods are valid when the plastic area is relatively small and it is 381 
surrounded by enough elastic zone (Lemaitre and Chaboche, 1990), as is the case of the receiver 382 
tubes. These methods also assume that the elastic solution is known (described in Section 2.1). 383 
According to Neuber’s method, the elastic-plastic stresses and strains for a multiaxial state can 384 
obtained from: 385 
 386 

E E
eq eq eq eq   =  (18) 

 387 
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 388 
, 1,2,3E E

ij ij ij ij i j   = =  (19) 
 389 
where the superscript E denotes the values of the elastic solution. On the other hand, the Glinka-390 
Molski method, extended for multiaxial state, is written as follows: 391 
 392 

0

1
2

eq

E E
eq eq eq eqd
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(20) 

 393 

0

1 , 1, 2,3
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E E
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(21) 

2.3 Stress relaxation model 394 

Stress relaxation is a time-dependent stress decrease under a constant strain. Due to creep, part of 395 
the total strain converts into creep strain over the time (dwell period). Since the creep is an 396 
inelastic strain, this deformation is not recovered. As a result, the elastic strain decreases and the 397 
metal experience stress relaxation. It should be noted that permanent inelastic deformation due to 398 
creep occurs at stress levels below the yield strength (i.e. at elastic regime).  399 

Several studies related to mechanical reliability of thermal devices omit the stress relaxation 400 
because its impact can be assumed negligible working at relatively low temperatures. However, 401 
at the operational conditions of solar receivers, with metal temperatures up to 650 ºC, the creep 402 
strain rates may be high and therefore the stress relaxation could be important. Typically, stress 403 
relaxion effects are considered for lifetime estimation for baseload power plants which operate at 404 
steady condition during long time periods (weeks or months). At these conditions, models based 405 
on strain rates of secondary creep may be adequate for stress relaxation estimation (Fork et al., 406 
2012). However, in the case of solar receiver tubes, a model to estimate primary creep strain rates 407 
would be interesting to estimate the rapid stress relaxation on the first loading cycles.  408 

The time to rupture produced by creep damage can be calculated more accurately taking into 409 
account the stress relaxation (Ando et al., 2014; P. A. González-Gómez et al., 2019; Stubbins, 410 
2014; Wang et al., 2017). If the stress relaxation is not taken into account, an overestimation of 411 
the stress is obtained, and therefore, the lifetime can be greatly underestimated.  412 

A Norton-Bailey model was chosen to estimate the creep strain rates (Eq. 22) which, in addition 413 
to secondary creep (time-independent), also captures primary creep (time-dependent) (Riva and 414 
Maldini, 2015). This model has also the advantage of extrapolating the creep strain rate at 415 
different temperatures. This is very useful when the experimental data is limited. The parameters 416 
of the Norton-Bailey model have been fitted to the experimental data of Haynes 230 from 417 
(Boehlert and Longanbach, 2011). The parameters calculated are summarized in Table 2. The 418 
experimental data were obtained for constant stress creep tests considering secondary creep strain 419 
rates.  420 

 exp
in

n md QA t
dt RT



 

= − 
 

  (22) 

Table 2. Parameters calculated for Norton-Bailey creep strain model based on experimental 421 
data of Haynes 230 from (Boehlert and Longanbach, 2011).  422 
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Parameter Value 
A (1/(Pa6.6·s)) 2.6880e-45 
n (-)  6.6 
m (-) 0 
Q (kJ/mol) Obtained from (Eno et al., 2009) 322 

 423 

Receiver tubes are periodically guided over the entire length by tube clips. Hence, the tube stress 424 
state can be treated as generalized plane strain ( cte =  )(Laporte-Azcué et al., 2020). Then, if 425 
the total strain remains constant ( E in cte  = + = ) and the stress state is uniaxial, Eq. 22 can 426 
be integrated to obtain an analytical expression to calculate the stress relaxation, Eq. 23.  427 

( )
( )

1
1 11/

( , ) 1 exp
(1 ) 1

n nm
eqrelax n stab

eq eq eq

E tQT E n AE
n RT m


  

− −
+  

   = − − − −   − +    

 (23) 

The stress relaxation stabilization of molten-salt solar receivers is obtained within the first 20-30 428 
days according to (Berman and Rao, 1983; Shouhang-European, 2020). After that period, the 429 
stress relaxation is reduced considerably. Unfortunately, the stress relaxation estimation for solar 430 
receivers is not a straightforward calculation since the tubes are exposed to variable loading 431 
conditions, multiaxial state, etc. For these reasons, the recommended practice consists on the 432 
stress relaxation estimation by means of elastic-plastic-creep FEM simulations. Nevertheless, as 433 
a first approximation, we propose a simplified and conservative calculation procedure to estimate 434 
the stress relaxation at the tube crown which is valid only under certain conditions:  435 
 436 

1. Stress reset regime is not obtained in any point of the receiver tubes. Otherwise repeated 437 
new primary creep will be obtained in each cycle and therefore the receiver tubes will not 438 
experience a global stress relaxation. If the elastically calculated stress range is less than 439 
the cold yield strength ( cold

yS ) plus the hot relaxation strength ( HS ) stress reset will not 440 

occur, i. e. H
E cold

yS S  +   (Becht IV, 2011). HS can be estimated as 1.25 times the 441 
ASME allowable stress S evaluated at dwell temperature (Becht IV, 2011). Here, to 442 
increase the level of safety HS is calculated equal to ASME allowable stress S , then the 443 

stress range limit is calculated as: cold
SR yS S S= + . Since the principal axial stress range 444 

is normally higher than the equivalent stress range, i.e. 1
E E

eq    , the principal axial 445 

stress ( 1 z = ) is chosen to fulfill that stress reset conditions will not occur: E
z SRS 446 

. 447 
2. A fixed design day is considered for the stress relaxation, i.e., the thermal load of the 448 

receiver is exactly the same each day.  The thermal load can vary during the day but in 449 
time steps not less than one hour. 450 

3. Secondary (thermal) stresses are much higher than primary (pressure) stresses.  451 
4. The lower bound stress after the stress relaxation is the primary (pressure) stress: 452 

,
relax

eq eq P eq  −  . 453 
5. Generalized plane strain conditions are obtained in the receiver tubes with a quasi-454 

uniaxial stress state at tube crown ( ,z r   ). 455 
6. The stress relaxation must be based on time-independent (secondary) creep strain rates.  456 
7. The analytical stress relaxation model (Eq. 23) is evaluated with a relaxation time tstab = 457 

30 hours at the maximum equivalent elastic-plastic stress ( max
eq ) and temperature ( maxT458 
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). tstab represents only one hour during the first 30 days of operation as a conservative 459 
approach.  460 
 461 

Details of the calculation stress relaxation procedure are shown in Figure 2. A comparison study 462 
between the analytical and the elastic-plastic-creep FEM simulation is shown in section 3.3. 463 
 464 

 465 
Figure 2. Stress relaxation calculation procedure. 466 

 467 

2.4 Creep damage calculation  468 

The total creep damage is calculated using Eq. 24. Basically, it is defined as the sum of ratios of 469 
the time interval and the time to rupture. The time interval, it , is the period of time i whose 470 
conditions (temperature and stress) can be assumed as constant. The time to rupture, tR, depends 471 
on the effective creep stress creep

eff  in MPa and the temperature T in Kelvin. Eno et al. (Eno et al., 472 

2009) propose a model for the time to rupture of Haynes 230 using Mendelson-Roberts-Manson 473 
formulation (Eq. 25).   474 

1 ,

N
i

c
i R i

t
D

t=


=   (24) 

10 , 10 , 10 ,
44158 11337log ( ) 26.27 4.72log ( ) log ( )creep creep

R i eff i eff i
i i

t
T T

 = − + + −   (25) 

 475 

The effective creep stress to evaluate the time to rupture due to creep damage (Eq. 25) should be 476 
calculated considering the following cases: 477 

• Case 1: E
eq yS  the equivalent elastic-plastic stress is E

eq eq = . 478 

• Case 2: E
eq yS   and , 2E

T eq yS  the equivalent elastic-plastic stress ( eq ) can be 479 

calculated using Neuber’s method, by means of Eq. 26, which is obtained combining Eq. 480 
16 and Eq. 18: 481 
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1
2 n

eq eqE E
eq eq eqE K

 
  

 
= +  

 
 (26) 

Or using the Glinka-Molski method, by means of Eq. 21, which is obtained combining 482 
Eq. 16 and Eq. 20: 483 

1
21

2 2 1

n
eq eq eqE E

eq eq E n K
  

 
 

= +  
+  

 (27) 

 484 

• Case 3: , 2E
T eq yS  the equivalent elastic-plastic stress ( eq ) is calculated using the 485 

cyclic stress-strain curve. Hence, the elastic stress must be corrected to the half of the 486 

hysteresis cycle / 2E E
eq eq = . If Neuber’s method is selected, the Eq. 17 and Eq. 18 are 487 

combined obtaining:  488 

1
2 '1

2 '

n
eq eqE E

eq eq eqE K
 

  
 

= +  
 

 (28) 

Or using the Glinka-Molski method, combining Eq. 17 and Eq. 20 it is obtained the 489 
following expression: 490 

1
2 '1

4 2 ( ' 1) '

n
eq eq eqE E

eq eq E n K
  

 
 

= +  
+  

 (29) 

 491 

Once the equivalent elastic-plastic stress is known, the time to rupture (Eq. 25) is evaluated using 492 
the effective creep stress /creep

eff eq safeK = . Alternatively, the effective creep stress can be 493 

calculated as ( ) /creep relax
eff eq eq safeK  = − , to calculate the time to rupture and the creep damage 494 

considering the stress relaxation effect (Ando et al., 2014; P. A. González-Gómez et al., 2019; 495 
Stubbins, 2014; Wang et al., 2017).  According to ASME Section III Subsection NH (ASME, 496 
2004) a security factor of 0.9safeK =  should be used for elastic analysis and 0.67safeK =  for for 497 

inelastic analysis. However, according to (Barua et al., 2020; Mcmurtrey et al., 2018) a security 498 
factor of 0.9safeK =  for inelastic analysis is suitable for CSP applications. Furthermore, Fork et 499 

al. (Fork et al., 2012) suggested that  1.0safeK =  can be employed since the receiver failure is not 500 

especially dangerous. In this work, a safety factor of  0.9safeK =  is considered to avoid the 501 

excessive economic penalties of 0.67safeK = . 502 

Figure 3 depicts the time to rupture (Eq. 25) sensitivity due to errors on the stress estimation. As 503 
can be seen, the stress overestimation or underestimation has a strong impact on the time to 504 
rupture calculation. For example, an overestimation over 10% means a time to rupture decrease 505 
of around 55%. On the other hand, an underestimation over 10% means a time to rupture increase 506 
between 120-160 % depending on the work temperature. Unfortunately, these errors levels are in 507 
the range of widely used methodologies for stress estimation of solar receiver tubes which do not 508 
take into account effects such as: temperature dependent properties, elastic-plastic material 509 
behavior, stress relaxation due to creep, etc. 510 
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 511 

Figure 3. Sensitivity on the time to rupture (Eq. 25) due to errors on the stress estimation. 512 

2.5 Fatigue damage calculation 513 

The total fatigue damage, fD , is estimated using Eq. 30. It is defined as the sum of ratios of the 514 

jN  cycles and ,a jN  allowable cycles evaluated for each equivalent strain range ,eq j  .  515 

1 ,

M
j

f
j a j

N
D

N=

=   (30) 

 516 

In this work, an ideal DNI with respect to the solar noon is assumed obtaining one fatigue cycle 517 
per day. Typically, the number of allowable cycles is calculated once the strain range is known 518 
using an implicit Manson-Coffin expression: 519 

 
1 2

, , ,2 ( ) ( )
'

f c c
eq j a j f a jN N

E


 − −
 

 = + 
 

  (31) 

 520 

where 'E  is the dynamic elastic modulus, 
f   is fatigue strength coefficient, 

f   is the fatigue 521 

ductility, 1c and 2c  are constants. These values are shown in Table 3 for Haynes 230 according 522 
to Fahrmann and Srivastava (Fahrmann and Srivastava, 2014).  523 

 524 

Table 3. Fatigue parameters for Haynes 230 (Fahrmann and Srivastava, 2014).  525 
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Temperature (ºC) 427 538 649 
/ 'f E  (%) 0.2 0.2 0.2 

f  (%) 18 45 45 

1c (-) 0.01 0.0005 0.001 

2c (-) 0.45 0.6 0.65 
 526 

To estimate the strain range and the fatigue damage resulting of the cylic loading, we propose the 527 
following methodology: 528 

• Case 1: , 2E
T eq yS  the strain range will have only elastic components, then: 529 

E
eq eq  = . 530 

• Case 2: , 2E
T eq yS   in this case material hardening will occur and then the strain range 531 

should be evaluated using cyclic stress-strain curve. A simplified methodology is 532 
proposed to calculate the equivalent elastic-plastic strain range: 533 
 534 

 i) First, the equivalent elastic-plastic stress range ( eq ) can be calculated using 535 

Neuber’s method (Eq. 32) or the Glinka-Molski method (Eq. 33): 536 
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2 '
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eq eqE E

eq eq eqE K
 

  
  

  = +   
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 537 
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  = +  
+  

  (33) 

 538 

ii) Once the equivalent elastic-plastic stress range ( eq ) is known, the equivalent 539 

elastic-plastic strain range is calculated as (Kalnins, 2006): 540 

  
eq P

eq eqE


 


 = +   (34) 

where the equivalent plastic strain range can be estimated as (Mao et al., 2016; 541 

Moftakhar et al., 1994)  ( )
1
'2 / 2 'P n

eq eq K  =  . 542 

Please note that the creep or stress relaxation effects have not been not considered to estimate the 543 
fatigue damage (Ando et al., 2014) (Stoppato et al., 2012) (P. A. González-Gómez et al., 2019). 544 
This approach is valid when the fatigue curves are obtained from pure fatigue tests, which do not 545 
have the hold time necessary to obtain significant creep damage (with the consequent stress 546 
relaxation), as is the case of the fatigue curves of Haynes 230 used in this work (Fahrmann and 547 
Srivastava, 2014). Consequently, the combined damage of creep and fatigue is latter considered 548 
in the damage interaction diagram. 549 
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Fatigue curves are typically expressed in terms of the strain range and the number of allowable 550 
cycles (ε-N curves), this is the case of Haynes 230 (Barrett et al., 2016; Fahrmann and Srivastava, 551 
2014). However, fatigue curves can also be expressed in terms of the stress range and the number 552 
of allowable cycles (S-N curves). The methodology presented above is also valid for these cases, 553 
only changing the strain range for the stress range.  554 

2.6 Lifetime calculation 555 

Following ASME Section III code (ASME, 2004) the damage summation model is used to 556 
estimate the total damage produced by the interaction of creep and fatigue. The damage limit 557 
parameter for Haynes 230 is considered equal to unity ( ~ 1LD ) according to (Chen et al., 2013).  558 

f c LD D D+    (35) 

The creep and fatigue damages can be estimated for the design day as cd  and fd , respectively. 559 

Then, the lifetime of the receiver can be estimated as equivalent operating days (EODs), i.e. the 560 
number of days in which the receiver can be operated without creep-fatigue failure keeping the 561 
operating conditions (temperatures, heat fluxes, pressures…) of the design day:  562 

EODs· EODs· EODs L
f c L

f c

Dd d D
d d

+ = → =
+   (36) 

Finally, a summary of the main calculation procedure for lifetime estimation of the receiver is 563 
illustrated in Figure 4.  564 

 565 
Figure 4. Lifetime calculation methodology.   566 
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3. Verification  567 

3.1 Verification of the analytical thermo-elastic stress model 568 
 569 
For verification purposes, the analytical model presented above has been compared to a FEM 570 
model built in ABAQUS/CAE software. A slice of the tube located on the first panel on the 571 
receiver has been selected. The incident solar flux is around 1 MW/m2 on the tube crown (572 

,r b  = = ), and negligible on the rear part, resulting in high stress. The tube has an inner and 573 
outer radius of 1 and 1.12 cm, respectively. Figure 5 shows the temperature field used for the 574 
analysis. The ABAQUS/CAE model is built with 16-node second order solid elements. The 575 
boundary conditions were defined to simulate the generalized plane strain scenario. This last 576 
condition allows free axial expansion of the tube resulting in zero axial section force and keeping 577 
constant the strain in axial direction. A mesh size sensitivity analysis was carried out varying the 578 
number of elements through the tube thickness from 4 to 12 and keeping a square shape. Finally, 579 
the number of elements through the tube thickness was 6 since the stress variation was lower than 580 
1% compared to the finest mesh size.  581 

 582 

Figure 5. Temperature field input for FEM analysis. 583 

The results of the comparison study between thermo-elastic model and FEM are shown in Figure 584 
6. The analytical model provides a very good estimation, especially at the maximum stress point 585 
with a deviation of only 0.1 %. On the other hand, a second analysis was conducted to compare 586 
the deviation with a model with temperature independent material properties evaluated at mean 587 
temperature. The results show that models based on temperature independent properties 588 
underestimate the stress around 20% at the maximum stress point ( = rad). In the case of the 589 
Haynes 230, such stress underestimation means a true time to rupture due to creep around 75% 590 
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lower (see Figure 3). Hence, the management of the receiver lifetime cannot be properly 591 
performed, jeopardizing the viability of the power plant. 592 

 593 

 594 

Figure 6. Verification of the thermo-elastic model with non-axisymmetrical temperature 595 
distribution and temperature dependent properties. 596 

 597 
 598 
 599 
 600 
3.2 Verification of the analytical elastic-plastic models 601 
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 602 
To verify the accuracy of the elastic-plastic models presented above, different simulations have 603 
been carried out in ABAQUS/CAE software. The thermal conditions are the same of the elastic 604 
analysis presented above. Firstly, it is analyzed the accuracy of the model for the cyclic stress-605 
strain curve (Figure 7). As can be seen, the Neuber method provides a reasonably good estimation 606 
at maximum stress and strain point, which is obviously the most important point for the creep-607 
fatigue damage estimation.  At this point, the model overestimates the equivalent stress and the 608 
equivalent plastic strain around 0.2% and 1%, respectively. In the case of the Glinka-Molski 609 
method, the results show an underestimation of the equivalent stress and the equivalent plastic 610 
strain, specifically the deviations are 3% and 20%, respectively.  611 

 612 

Figure 7. Verification of the analytical plastic model with FEM results for cyclic stress-strain 613 
curve. 614 

The accuracy of the simplified plastic models is also analyzed for the monotonic curve (Figure 615 
8). As occurs with the cyclic stress-strain curve, the Neuber method provides a good stress 616 
estimation showing only a 2% deviation at the tube crown. In constrast, the Glinka-Molski method 617 
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obtains a deviation around 3%. On the other hand, both models overestimate the equivalent plastic 618 
deformation compared to FEM results. Despite the qualitative wrong predictions of the equivalent 619 
plastic deformation, Neuber and Glinka-Molski methods are still attractive due to the low 620 
computational cost respect to FEM simulations.   621 

 622 

Figure 8. Verification of the analytical plastic model with FEM results for monotonic stress-623 
strain curve. 624 

 625 
3.3 Verification of the analytical stress relaxation model 626 
 627 
The analytical stress relaxation model (Eq. 23) is compared against FEM results to verify its 628 
accuracy. The FEM analysis consist of a bar of Haynes 230 which is stretched until the yield 629 
strength ( yS ) and it is hold in that position during 10 hours at 650 ºC. As the time increases, the 630 
elastic strain is replaced by inelastic strain and therefore the stress drops because the total strain 631 
must be constant. As it is shown in Figure 9, Eq. 23 predicts with good accuracy the stress 632 
relaxation for the aforementioned conditions: uniaxial stress state and constant strain.  633 
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 634 
Figure 9. Verification of the analytical stress relaxation model (Eq. 23) with FEM results. 635 

 636 
 637 
Solar receiver tubes are exposed to a more complex stress state (multi-axial, variable loading, etc) 638 
than the later example. However, the simplified analytical model (Eq. 23) should be valid to 639 
estimate the stress relaxation on receiver tubes due to the similar loading conditions: generalized 640 
plane strain ( z cte = ) and quasi-uniaxial stress state ( ,z r   ). To check the conservativeness 641 

of the proposed methodology, FEM simulations have been carried out considering creep strains 642 
above of the first cycle of loading. Figure 10 shows the results for the maximum stress point on 643 
the first, middle and last panels along the salt path on the receiver, which can be considered the 644 
best representative points to show the visco-elastic phenomenon. Hourly temperature and stress 645 
variations of typical operation days have been considered to reproduce real operation conditions 646 
of the solar receiver. As can be seen in Fig. 10, due to the accumulation of creep strain at the tube 647 
crown, the stress is gradually reduced despite the tube thermal profiles are identical every day. 648 
This effect is more significant during the first 25-35 operation days. After that, the stress relaxion 649 
rate is reduced considerably. The analytical model (Eq. 23) was evaluated with a relaxation time 650 
t = 3600·30 (in seconds) obtaining the equivalent relaxed stress (red circles) above of the 651 
equivalent relaxed stress estimated using FEM (blue line). Finally, thanks to FEM simulations, it 652 
can be concluded that the proposed methodology to calculate the equivalent relaxed stress can be 653 
considered conservative to estimate the creep damage.  654 
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 655 

Figure 10. Stress relaxation on the receiver tubes due to creep strain: a) first panel; b) middle 656 
panel; c) last panel. 657 

4. Results and discussion 658 
 659 
In this section the main results of this work will be shown. First, the hourly temperature and stress 660 
results of the real operation of a solar receiver are presented. Second, the lifetime of the receiver 661 
is analyzed showing the influence of the material model (elastic, elastic-plastic, stress relaxation) 662 
selected for the creep-fatigue analysis. Lastly, two operation strategies of the solar receiver are 663 
compared to analyze their impacts on the efficiency and economy on the solar power tower plant.   664 

 665 
4.1 Creep-fatigue analysis of the solar receiver  666 

 667 
The methodology developed in this work has been applied to a Gemasolar-like solar power tower 668 
plant.  It is located in Seville (Spain), its solar field is formed by 2650 square heliostats of 120 m2 669 
and its receiver is in the top of a 120 m high tower. The external receiver consists of 18 verticals 670 
panels, each of them with 63 tubes of Haynes 230 with 10.5 m high, 2.24 cm of outer diameter 671 
and 0.12 cm of thickness. In the receiver the solar salt is heated from 290 °C to 565 °C. To do 672 
that the salt enters at the receiver by the northern side, it is split in two symmetrical paths (East 673 
and West) going across half of the panels and exits the receiver by the south side. The design 674 
thermal power of the receiver is 120 MWt, while the turbine of the power block can generate 19 675 
MWe under nominal conditions. To assure the continuity in the electricity production (24 h per 676 
day) the solar power plant has 15 hours of thermal storage. This implies that the receiver of this 677 
plant needs to heat 9850 tons of molten-salt per day.  678 
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To carry out the creep-fatigue analysis of the external solar receivers the model presented 679 
previously has to be feed with the temperature field of the receiver tubes, which is obtained from 680 
the following three models (Figure 11): 681 

1. Clear sky model: although real meteorological data can be used, to simplify the 682 
exemplary case, an ideal DNI, 1 hour basis, for the Spring Equinox has been used. It is 683 
obtained with the simplified Daneshyar–Paltridge–Proctor model that only depends on 684 
the solar altitude (Daneshyar, 1978; Paltridge and Proctor, 1976). The ideal DNI is 685 
symmetrical with respect to the solar noon, thus the afternoon hours of one flow path are 686 
equivalent to the morning hours of the other flow path. 687 

2. FluxSPT optical model (Sánchez-González et al., 2018): that generates the solar flux 688 
distribution on the receiver surface. It is based on the convolution-projection method 689 
developed and experimentally validated in (Sánchez-González and Santana, 2015). It 690 
allows to define different aiming strategies and heliostat availability ratios. 691 

3. CGM receiver thermal model: that results in the temperature field on the receiver tubes 692 
and the molten-salt. It is a simplified thermal model based on correlations that takes into 693 
account circumferential and axial variations of the tube temperature, and calculates the 694 
convective and radiative thermal losses (Rodriguez-Sanchez et al., 2014; Rodriguez-695 
Sánchez et al., 2015). This model assumes that all the tubes in a panel have the same 696 
behaviour, and only calculates on representative tube per panel. 697 

 698 

Figure 11. Field-receiver model.  699 
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Figure 12 illustrates the results of the hourly temperature evolution at the crown of the tubes along 700 
the two salt paths in the solar receiver during morning hours (7/12 h). Every hour, the salt mass 701 
flow is adjusted to obtain a salt outlet temperature of 565 ºC with the available solar resource and 702 
following a flat aiming strategy (Sánchez-González et al., 2018). Due to the aiming strategy 703 
followed, the maximum temperature in each panel is obtained slightly above of the half length of 704 
the tube. The panel with the highest tube temperature varies along the day, from the last panel 705 
(panel 9) in the early morning to one of the middle panels (panels 5-6) at the solar noon. It is a 706 
balance between the salt temperature increment along the receiver paths and the variation of the 707 
heat flux distribution during the morning time, whose maximum is displaced from the western 708 
panels to the northern ones. 709 

 710 

Figure 12. Temperature at the tube crown. 711 

The elastic stress range E
z  at the tube crown along the salt paths on the receiver is shown in 712 

Figure 13. Following the tendency of the maximum temperature at the tube crown, the maximum 713 
stress point of each panel is obtained slighly above of the half tube length. For every hours, the 714 
panel placed in the North (panel 1) suffers the highest stress on the receiver. Although this panel 715 
does not correspond to the higest tube temperature, it has the maximum temperature difference 716 
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between the crown and the mean cross-section temperature (Laporte-Azcué et al., 2020). As the 717 
salt temperature increases along the path, the mean cross-section temperature also grows, and the 718 
stress is gradually reduced along the salt path. Lastly, as can be seen in Fig.13, the SRS  limit is 719 
not overpassed along the design day operation and then the stress reset will not occur in the 720 
receiver tubes. This guarantees cyclic elastic shakedown conditions (without yielding at the cold 721 
cycle) during the stress relaxation process, and therefore, the stress relaxation estimation 722 
procedure described in section 2.3 can be employed. Additionally, at such conditions, fatigue-723 
creep interaction will not occur, and therefore, fatigue or creep does not influence each other on 724 
the deformation process. This means that creep and fatigue damages can be calculated 725 
independently to estimate the lifetime on the receiver (ASME, 2007). 726 

 727 

Figure 13.  Elastic stress range E
z  at the tube crown.  728 

 729 
Figure 14 depicts the equivalent stress evolution at tube crown at 11:00 h (solar time) along the 730 
salt paths on the receiver. Different material models are illustrated showing its impact on the stress 731 
calculation: elastic, elastic-plastic and elastic-plastic plus stress relaxation. The stress is 732 
considerably reduced on first receiver panels due to the plastic deformation, which is captured by 733 
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the elastic-plastic model. Low or zero permanent plastic deformations are obtained at the last 734 
receiver panels where the stress levels are close or below of the yield strength (~270 MPa). In 735 
contrast, the effects of the stress relaxation are significant in all receiver panels even in those 736 
where the stress is below of the yield strength. The stress relaxation is more intense in the central 737 
panels due to the combination of high temperature and stress.  738 

 739 
Figure 14.  Equivalent elastic, elastic-plastic and elastic-plastic plus relaxation stresses at the 740 

tube crown.  741 
 742 
Figure 15 shows the results of the lifetime estimation along the receiver panels using a flat aiming 743 
strategy. Different material models are employed (elastic, elastic-plastic and elastic-plastic plus 744 
stress relaxation) to show its impact on the lifetime calculations. To improve the visibility of the 745 
results, only the lifetime of the most damaged points of each receiver panel are illustrated. Since 746 
an ideal DNI is used, the lifetime of the receiver panels is identical for east and west salt paths. 747 
The results show that the creep-fatigue analysis considering only elastic stress overestimates the 748 
damage up to two orders of magnitude on the first panels. This is because since at these points 749 
the elastic stress is above the yield strength several hours of the day and therefore the true stress 750 
is lower compared to the stress obtained by an elastic analysis. On the other hand, the stress 751 
relaxation effect is significant in all the receiver panels, especially in the central ones (panels 3-752 
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8). Although the central panels do not have the highest stresses neither the highest temperatures, 753 
they have the combination of high stress and temperature which magnifies the stress relaxation 754 
effect (see also Figure 10.b). In fact, if the stress relaxation is not considered in the lifetime 755 
calculations, the central panels are the most damaged panels of the receiver. Note that assuming 756 
the actual creep-fatigue damage in one year is equivalent to 300 EODs, the lifetime in all receiver 757 
panels is above of 30 years when the material stress relaxation is considered. Therefore, the flat 758 
aiming strategy can be considered as a reliable operation for the receiver. 759 

On the other hand, it can be concluded that the main mechanism of damage of a solar receiver 760 
made of Haynes 230 is creep. Specifically, the results show that the maximum fatigue damage (761 

fD  ) is only the 0.03% of the total damage ( LD ), which is obtained in the first panel (0 – 10 m). 762 

In the rest of panels, the fatigue damage is slightly lower. Nevertheless, it should be noted that a 763 
design day with an ideal DNI have been considered for the analysis, and therefore the fatigue 764 
damage is expected to increase if transient load changes or cloud passages are included. 765 

The lifetime estimation models have extremely high sensitivity, i.e., small changes in the stress 766 
involves meaningful changes on the lifetime prediction (see Figure 3). In this way, it should be 767 
emphasized the need of experimental data at real receiver operation conditions. For example, the 768 
time to rupture due to creep is typically obtained from isothermal tests whereas the operating 769 
conditions of solar receivers are clearly non-isothermal. In the same way, the stress relaxation and 770 
fatigue data are also obtained at isothermal conditions. Due to uncertainties on the mechanical 771 
material properties, effects like stress relaxation are sometimes omitted on creep damage 772 
calculations despite the potential increase on the accuracy of the lifetime estimation. To 773 
summarize, the need of accurate and reliable experimental data for comparable conditions of solar 774 
receivers is highly recommended to optimize the receiver design and operation. It may help to 775 
reduce the safety factors typically used in lifetime analyses, decreasing in this way, the economic 776 
penalties.  777 

In this work, the creep-fatigue analysis is focused on the receiver tubes where the most damaged 778 
point is located around the middle tube length. However, other points susceptible of cracks in 779 
central solar receivers are tube-to-header welded joints (Doupis et al., 2016; Uhlig et al., 2018). 780 
Although, this is an important factor of concern for the safe operation of the solar receivers, the 781 
lifetime consumption of tube-to-header welded joints is not directly linked to the receiver 782 
efficiency and maximum allowable heat flux, it is rather related to transient procedures on the 783 
receiver, e.g.: filling and draining. Hence, from an economic point of view, the receiver tubes are 784 
expected to be the most limiting point to analyze the maximum allowable heat flux and the 785 
receiver efficiency. 786 
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 787 
Figure 15. Receiver lifetime estimation using different models at the most damaged points of 788 

each receiver panel. (Note that an ideal DNI is used and then the lifetime of the receiver panels 789 
is identical for east and west salt paths). 790 

 791 
Figure 16 shows the lifetime analysis of the receiver for different operation strategies. The flat 792 
aiming case is compared to an operation case where the stress is limited to one third of the ultimate 793 
tensile strength (UTS/3). This is a typical stress limit used in the literature for solar receiver design 794 
and operation (Conroy et al., 2019b; Rodriguez-Sanchez et al., 2014). The results show that this 795 
method obtains a huge increase on the lifetime on the first panels (1-5). This increase on the 796 
lifetime is obviously obtained from a stress reduction at expense of reduce the solar field 797 
availability and then the heat flux. Since the first panels absorb the higher percentage of energy 798 
from the solar field, it is expected a significant economic penalty. In terms of energy, the flat 799 
aiming case produces 10556 tonnes of hot molten-salt per day and an average combined field-800 
receiver efficiency of 42.18%. The UTS/3 stress limit case collects 6396 tonnes of hot molten-801 
salt with an average combined field-receiver efficiency of 26.25%. In economic terms, the UTS/3 802 
stress limit case leads to a loss of revenues around of 250,000 €/month (assuming a price of 803 
electricity of 52 €/MWh (REE, 2017)). More details of the economic analysis are shown in Table 804 
4. For this reason, it can be concluded that the UTS/3 stress limit methodology is not suitable for 805 
solar receivers, since its employment clearly jeopardizes the economic viability of solar power 806 
tower plants like Gemasolar.  807 
 808 
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 809 
Figure 16. Lifetime analysis of the receiver using different operation strategies. (Note that an 810 
ideal DNI is used and then the lifetime of the receiver panels is identical for east and west salt 811 

paths). 812 
 813 

Table 4. Details of the economic analysis. 814 
 Flat aiming UTS/3 
Thermal energy collected in one month (MWhth) 

28th days
monthmonth salt pE M c T=     

33,899 20,521 

Electrical energy (MWhe) 
0.36e th th

month month pb gen monthE E E = =   
12,204 7,387 

Revenue (€/month) 
€52e e

MWhmonth monthI E P E= =   
634,590 384,140 

Difference (€/month)  250,450 
 815 

 816 
5. Conclusions 817 

A methodology to estimate the creep-fatigue damage on solar central receivers based on analytical 818 
models has been presented. The interest of this methodology arises from its easy implementation 819 
and low computational cost. These are key features to develop a flexible tool for plant operators 820 
allowing the study of different strategies to optimize the energy production without jeopardizing 821 
the lifetime of the receiver.  822 

An analysis of the economical penalties resulting from simplified methods based on stress limits 823 
is performed considering a real solar power tower plant case. To carry out such work, physical 824 
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models of Haynes 230 have been developed based on experimental data found in the literature: 825 
cyclic and monotonic stress-strain curves, and creep strain rate models.   826 

The methodology based on low time-consuming models has been compared to FEM simulations 827 
obtaining the following conclusions: 828 

• Elastic model for generalized plane stress with temperature dependent properties: The 829 
model has been compared to FEM simulation showing deviations lower than 1% at the 830 
tube crown. Elastic models based on non-dependent properties may underestimate the 831 
elastic stress around 20%, leading to a meaningful underestimation of the real damage 832 
produced in the receiver.  833 

• Elastic-plastic stress estimation models based on elastic inputs: Glinka-Molski and 834 
Neuber methods have been compared to FEM simulations, showing that the Neuber 835 
method leads to stress and strain estimations on the safety side at the tube crown. 836 
Specifically, the Nueber method shows a very good accuracy for the elastic-plastic stress 837 
prediction showing a deviation around 2% and 0.1% for the monotonic and cyclic stress-838 
strain curves, respectively. In contrast, the Neuber method overestimates the equivalent 839 
plastic strain around 80% and 1% for the monotonic and cyclic stress-strain curves, 840 
respectively. 841 

• A conservative calculation procedure based on a simplified analytical model is proposed 842 
to estimate the stress relaxation at the tube crown. The analytical model shows good 843 
correlation to FEM results under the receiver tube conditions: generalized plane strain 844 
and quasi-uniaxial stress state.  845 

The operation of a solar receiver similar to Gemasolar has been analyzed. The solar field has also 846 
been modeled allowing the calculation of the hourly flux and temperature variations on receiver 847 
tubes. This allows the calculation of real energy production and efficiency. The results show that 848 
when the receiver is operated using a flat aiming strategy the lifetime prediction is higher than 30 849 
years with an average combined field-receiver efficiency of 42.18%. In contrast, when the 850 
receiver is operated using UTS/3 stress limit, the lifetime is ineffectively increased (much higher 851 
than 30 years) at expense of reduce the average combined field-receiver efficiency to 26.25%. 852 
This leads to a loss of revenues around 250,000 € per month compared to the flat aiming strategy 853 
case. Thus, it can be concluded that aiming strategies based on stress limits such UTS/3 may be 854 
not suitable for solar receivers due to the huge economic penalties.  855 

The lifetime estimation of the solar receiver considering different material models has been also 856 
investigated. The results show that the stress relaxation due to creep on solar receiver panels is 857 
not negligible. In fact, its consideration is critical to operate the solar receiver efficiently 858 
maximizing the yield of hot molten-salt. Important plastic strains are obtained in the first panels 859 
of the solar receiver due to the high heat fluxes and stress. Given the relevance of aforementioned 860 
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effects, it can be concluded that the creep-fatigue assessment following a pure elastic approach 861 
may lead to a damage overestimation and then an ineffective operation of the solar receiver.  862 

Lastly, the creep-fatigue results show that creep is the dominant mechanism of damage when 863 
Haynes 230 is employed. The highest fatigue damage is obtained in the first panel, however, it 864 
only represents the 0.03% of the total damage.  865 
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